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Abstract
Over the past several years, the World Wide Web has
emerged from a research project to an environment for
open, commercial services, such as online-banking, travel
reservation, and stock-trading. However, in contrast to
the best-effort approach provided by the Web, many of
those services demand higher predictability and qualityof-service properties such as security, end-to-end availability, dependability, and real time. The development of
a systematic, architectural approach for connecting Webinterfaces to legacy systems, such as databases and transaction processing is an open research question.
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) is a widely-accepted, standardized open system
integration framework based on distributed object technologies, which has been successfully used for implementation of open Web services. CORBA is focused on facilitating general computing environments and does not
explicitly address quality-of-service parameters neither
for its communication links nor its endsystems. However
efforts like the Real-Time CORBA Special Interest Group
(SIG) at OMG and the ‘‘pluggable protocols’’ proposal
will ultimately lead to support of quality-of-service properties for CORBA communication links.
Within this paper we are concentrating on architectural approaches for fault-tolerant, highly available
endsystems. We present the ‘‘Observer’’ approach for
implementation of reliable CORBA clients. Consensus
protocols based on the ‘‘Composite Objects’’ technique is
our solution for constructing CORBA servers with high
predictability regarding timely and reliable method execution. Our middleware uses commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) technology and aims at conversion of legacy
applications into reliable Web-services.
We present Java-based Web-interfaces to the ‘‘Balancing Robots’’ soft real-time simulation. Also, we demonstrate a fault-tolerant version of the Netscape Navigator
based on our ‘‘Observer’’ technique.
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1. Introduction, Motivation
The World Wide Web has emerged from a research
project to an environment for open, commercial services,
such as online-banking, travel reservation, and stocktrading. However, in contrast to the best-effort approach
provided by the Web, many of those services demand
higher predictability and quality-of-service properties.
Most of the highly-available, fault-tolerant, real-time systems have been implemented in embedded settings and
there is an urgent need to open up this type of computing
technology to a larger number of users utilizing heterogeneous, distributed computing environments [25]. The
application of fault-tolerant, real-time computing techniques to endsystems for reliable, CORBA-based Webservices is the focus of this paper.
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [15][26] is a widely-accepted, standardized
system integration framework based on distributed object
technologies. Through its Java language bindings,
CORBA middleware offers a promising basis for construction of complex Web-services. In this context, Java
applets can be used to access, monitor, and control
responsive (fault-tolerant, real-time) applications via complex, stateful interactions. Within this paper we discuss
how techniques like call admission, caching, and fallback
procedures can be used to achieve predictable behavior of
the responsive applications despite varying numbers of
clients and interactions.
CORBA and the Object Management Architecture
(OMA) specify three components as basic building blocks
for distributed applications: the Object Request Broker
(ORB), client interfaces (stubs), and server interfaces
(skeletons). Communication protocols have been specified for interactions among ORBs (General Inter-Orb
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Protocol: GIOP, Internet Inter-Orb Protocol: IIOP). The
‘‘pluggable protocols’’ proposal [14] to OMG and work in
context of RT-CORBA deal with quality-of-service properties for CORBA’s communication protocols.
Besides predictable communication protocols, techniques for reliable and timely execution in endsystems
(client, server) are required to make predictable Webservices (see Fig. 1) feasible. Within this paper we are
concentrating on architectural approaches for faulttolerant, highly available endsystems. We present the
‘‘Observer’’ approach for implementation of reliable
Web-clients1. The ‘‘Composite Objects’’ technique [18]
is our solution for constructing CORBA servers with high
predictability regarding timely and reliable method execution.

middleware platforms and quality-of-service properties
like fault tolerance, real time, and security.
Through definition of the ‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface our ‘‘Observer’’ provides generic means for implementation of fault-tolerant client applications following
the primary/backup technique. We demonstrate a faulttolerant version of the Netscape Navigator based on
CORBA and our ‘‘Observer’’ technique. However, the
underlying concepts are again applicable to other middleware platforms like DCE, or DCOM.
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Fig. 1: Components for Predictable Web-Services

‘‘Composite Objects’’ act as filtering bridge between
standard middleware platforms and software frameworks
providing services with certain quality-of-service (QoS)
guarantees. Key concepts in our approach are noninterference, interoperability, and adaptive abstraction. Here,
we discuss design and implementation of ‘‘Composite
Objects’’ following these principles in the context of
CORBA middleware and demonstrate our technique by
constructing Java-based Web-interfaces to the ‘‘Balancing
Robots’’ soft real-time simulation — our proof-of-concept
vehicle. However, the concepts inherent to ‘‘Composite
Objects’’ and presented throughout the paper are more
general and applicable to other middleware platforms like
DCE, or DCOM and other QoS-requirements as well.
Fig. 2 shows ‘‘Composite Objects’’ mediating between
1

Within context of this paper a Web-client is an
application whose main purpose is access of Webservices via CORBA. In order to use the
‘‘Observer’’-approach to fault tolerance, the Webclient (also CORBA client) has to support the
‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface. Therefore, in strict
CORBA sense the application also acts as server.

Fig. 2: Bridging middleware and QoS-sensitive services with Composite Objects

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview over related work. While
Section 3 presents our concept of reliable Web-services,
Section 4 focuses on fault-tolerant clients. Implementation issues are discussed in Section 5, whereas Section 6
presents an example application. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work
The ‘‘Composite Objects’’ technique can be used to
bridge between CORBA’s client/server model and execution models for replicated, fault-tolerant, real-time services. Related work describes the idea of providing real
time as an additional feature in a CORBA-compliant
Object Request Broker (ORB) implementation. This
approach has been proposed by the OMG Real Time Special Interest Group.
The ‘‘ObservableObject’’-interface allows for implementation of robust CORBA clients following the primary/backup approach to fault tolerance. Related work
describes two other approaches towards a fault-tolerant
CORBA: a) Special ORB implementations may take

advantage of underlying fault-tolerant hardware, and b)
application of special CORBA-services for fault tolerance.

2.1. Realtime CORBA
The Object Management Group (OMG) has founded a
‘‘Realtime CORBA’’ special interest group (SIG) in 1996
and since then OMG has been soliciting technology for a
Realtime Object Request Broker (ORB) comprising: fixed
priority scheduling, control over ORB resources for endto-end predictability, and flexible communications [9].
The Request for Proposal (RFP) for the fixed priority version of Realtime CORBA 1.0 has been announced in
September 1997 [14]. A comparison of submissions
responding to the RFP can be found in [3].
Work at the University of Rhode Island and the
MITRE Corporations deal with syntactical extensions to
CORBA IDL to express timing constraints [28][30].
‘‘Timed distributed method invocations’’ are identified as
one necessary feature in a real-time distributed computing
environment as well as a ‘‘Global Time Service’’, ‘‘RealTime Scheduling of Services’’, a ‘‘Global Priority Service’’, and ‘‘Bounded Message Latency’’. The ‘‘Affected
Set Priority Ceiling Protocol’’ as a combination of semantic locking and priority ceiling techniques has been proposed for concurrency control in real-time object-oriented
systems [27].
TAO is an innovative work on RT CORBA where fixed
priority real-time scheduling is tightly integrated into the
system [23][22]. Main goal of this work is to provide
end-to-end quality-of-service for CORBA-based applications. A list of requirements for Object Request Broker
implementations is presented, among them are resource
reservation protocols, optimized real-time communication
protocols and a real-time object adapter. However, TAO
focuses rather on completely new, CORBA-based realtime systems, than on interfacing an existing real-time
systems with CORBA.

2.2. Fault-tolerant CORBA
The idea of providing fault tolerance as additional feature to CORBA implementations has been the focus for
several research activities within the last years. With the
request for proposal for a Fault tolerant CORBA Using
Entity Redundancy [13], issued in April 1998, the OMG is
seeking to incorporate existing approaches for software
fault tolerance into future versions of CORBA.
Somersault [11] is a platform for developing distributed fault-tolerant software components based on

process replication. Somersault provides a fault-tolerant
communication transport protocol, which can be plugged
into an Object Request Broker, a combination which
achieves replication transparency. The experimental
ORBLite [10] developed at HP Labs. has been extended
to use Somersault as fault-tolerant ORB transport.
Electra [7] is a CORBA ORB-implementation for reliable, distributed services. Electra extends the CORBA
specification and provides group communication mechanisms, reliable multicasts, and object replication. The
Electra-ORB uses services from the underlying ISIS [2]
and HORUS [20] systems.
ORBIX+ISIS is an extension of the commercial
ORBIX [6] ORB-implementation which introduces concepts like object groups and group communication based
on the ISIS [2] toolkit. Again, the CORBA standard has
been extended to allow for introduction of fault-tolerance
measures. The programmer has to use special coding
techniques to be able to use the fault-tolerance features of
ORBIX+ISIS.
Phoinix [4] allows for implementation of server objects
following the primary/backup approach for fault tolerance. In contrast to changing the ORB, Phoinix defines a
new service as part of the Object Management Architecture (OMA). Using this service, a primary’s object state
can be periodically transferred into the corresponding
backup object. Clients communicate solely with the primary object and have to detect failures themselves.
Extended skeletons, stubs and libraries are provided to
make those fault-tolerance services accessible.
All the approaches mentioned above are based on
changes/additions to select CORBA-ORB implementations, which is acceptable for many (static) distributed
environments. These proprietary solutions are currently
the only way to achieve end-to-end reliability and have to
be taken into account by the OMG standardization process.
In
contrast,
our
‘‘Observer/Observable
Objects’’-technique and the concept of ‘‘Reliable Services’’ do not rely on one particular CORBA implementation, which makes them applicable to open environments
like internet-based applications (Web-services), where
heterogeneous scenarios are common and different vendors’ ORBs have to interact.

3. Reliable Services: Composite Objects as filtering bridges
In many cases it is desirable to give predictions about
behavior of remote services invoked via CORBA. Unfortunately, the specification of parameters for service execution like fault model, acceptable processor utilization, and

timing behavior is completely beyond the scope of
CORBA. We propose an extension of our previously
developed CORE/SONiC [8] [17] framework for responsive computing by CORBA interfaces using ‘‘Composite
Objects’’ as filtering bridges.
The CORE/SONiC (COnsensus for REsponsiveness/
Shared Objects Net-interconnected Computer) framework
integrates the objectives of responsive systems — fault
tolerance and timeliness — with issues associated with
parallel computing in distributed environments — idletime computing, ease-of-use, and communication avoidance. Based on a number of interconnected PC’s and
workstations CORE/SONiC provides a layered software
architecture and uses a hierarchical model for each processing element in the system.
In the CORE/SONiC model several parallel tasks may
run on a number of interconnected computing units.
SONiC implements an object-based distributed shared
memory system to allow for communication between
tasks. COnsensus for REsponsiveness (CORE) provides
protocols, services, and scheduling strategies at the microkernel level for real-time parallel computing even in presence of faults. Consensus protocols are used for fault
detection and to establish a system-wide global view at
certain points of program execution which serves as basis
for decisions about re-execution and coarse-grained
scheduling.
CORE provides a reliable communication subsystem
to SONiC, using the services of the underlying Mach
microkernel operating system. The CORE/SONiC
‘‘Scheduling Server’’ [19][21] provides predictable access
to a workstation’s resources and can be used to implement
real-time scheduling policies like ‘‘Rate Monotonic
Scheduling’’ or ‘‘Earliest Deadline First’’ on a standard
operating system.
‘‘Composite Objects’’ provide a method for creating
objects which interface to CORBA and are simultaneously capable of real-time method execution. We use
‘‘Composite Objects’’ to rebuild the concept of
CORE/SONiC in a CORBA-based environment. A group
of composite objects distributed over the nodes of a workstation cluster forms the execution environment for reliable Web-services. Fault-detection among the composite
objects is achieved by running periodic consensus protocols. This way open CORBA-based interfaces can be
added to legacy applications based on the CORE/SONiC
execution model, creating a reliable Web-service.
CORBA requests are the basic units of replication and
scheduling in our environment.
However, incoming CORBA calls may violate scheduling assumptions of the current execution. Implementation

of call admission and caching schemes in a gateway
object outside the real-time application can solve this
problem. Depending on availability of resources, the
execution environment may accept, reject or delay incoming CORBA calls. However, once a request has accepted
it is processed — possibly replicated, depending on fault
assumptions — in a predictable fashion. Fig. 3 illustrates
our execution framework and highlights interactions
among its components.
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Fig. 3: Execution framework for reliable Web-services

‘‘Composite Objects’’ allow the programmer to make
an explicit tradeoff between an application’s predictable
resource utilization and its communication latency.
Therefore, composite objects make implementation
details visible and explicit which are usually hidden and
abstracted away by CORBA. In our approach, we use
composite objects to implement a filtering bridge between
CORBA clients and a reliable service.
‘‘Composite Objects’’ are based on three design rules:
1) NONINTERFERENCE: general purpose computing
and responsive computing should not burden each
other.
2) INTEROPERABILITY: services exported by general
purpose computing objects and by responsive computing objects can be utilized by each other.
3) ADAPTIVE ABSTRACTION: lower level information and scheduling details are available for real-time
objects but transparent to non-real-time objects.
The implementation of ‘‘Composite Objects’’ is discussed in some detail in Section 5.

4. Observable Objects: a technique for robust
CORBA clients
Web-services such as online-banking, travel reservations, or brokering are demanding applications, which
typically involve far more complex interactions than just
serving static html-pages. Varying numbers of requests
may create unpredictably high, bursty loads. Special
measures like active replication and checkpointing have to
be taken for fault-tolerance and performance. In contrast,
the question of reliability for web browsers which are typically used to access these services receives much less
attention. However, due to their fast evolution, web
browsers are often unstable and exhibit problems like
memory leaks which eventually may crash the browser.
Browser crashes are disturbing for the user — they are
prohibitive if predictability and end-to-end availability is
the goal.
We have developed the ‘‘ObservableObject/Observer’’
technique for fault tolerance. Following a primary/backup
approach our technique allows observation, saving of
state, and automatic restart of (distributed) applications.
The ‘‘ObservableObject’’ base class can be seen as a
generic interface for supervision of critical applications.
Derived classes may implement observation of a program
using special, application-dependent programming interfaces.
We have applied our ‘‘ObservableObject/Observer’’ technique, to the Netscape Navigator web
browser to create a fault-tolerant Web client.
The ‘‘ObservableObject/Observer’’ architecture is
based on CORBA. Non-CORBA, legacy applications
may take advantage of our framework by using a wrapper
approach. In order to encapsulate a non-CORBA application in a wrapper, the application has to offer a communication or programming interface, e.g. UNIX signals,
stdin/stdout, IPC or different X11 mechanisms (e.g. properties), accessible to the wrapper.
Our architecture implements a generic mechanism for
monitoring CORBA objects. This mechanism is used for
increasing the reliability of the monitored objects. The
‘‘Observer’’ can tolerate two classes of faults: crash faults
of the computer nodes and crashes of the monitored
objects. The ‘‘Observer’’ starts monitored objects on different computation nodes in a replicated manner according to the primary/backup principle. The ‘‘Observer’’
checks the replies of primary and backup instances to
periodic ALIVE messages. The primary instance regularly saves its state on stable storage. When the primary
fails, the ‘‘Observer’’ selects a backup for reconfiguration
as new primary. It does so by reading the last saved state.

In
order
to
take
advantage
of
our
‘‘Observer/ObservableObject’’ approach, a CORBA
object has to implement the ‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface shown in Fig. 4.
interface ObservableObject {
short state();
short id();
void become_primary(in short o_id);
oneway void shutdown(in short o_id);
};
Fig. 4: Observable Object Interface - CORBA IDL

The Observer checks availability of all registered
‘‘ObservableObjects’’ by calling their state() methods
in user-specified intervals. The object reference of a
crashed object becomes invalid. In this case the CORBA
run-time system raises an exception. Thus, the
‘‘Observer’’ can detect an ‘‘ObservableObject’s’’ failure
by catching this exception.
Factory objects are used to create new backupinstances of our service in case of crashes. A factory’s
interface ‘‘ObservableFactory’’ is derived from ‘‘ObservableObject’’. Thus, the ‘‘Observer’’ can monitor factory
objects. Factories are assumed to be well tested and reliable — therefore an exception resulting from an invalid
reference to a factory object is interpreted as indication of
a node (computer) failure.
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We have used the ‘‘ObservableObject/Observer’’ architecture to increase the reliability of the Netscape Navigator web browser. In addition to a graphical user interface
most browsers offer a programming interface for controlling the browser by external programs [12]. This functionality is used by a wrapper, which implements the

‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface. A web browser is then
monitored by the ‘‘Observer’’ by checking the availability
of its wrapper.
In our simple test scenario, the state of the browser
(current URL) is determined by the wrapper using the
browser’s programming interface. However, a more complex implementation of the ‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface, which is subject to future work, might use a proxyapproach and monitor the browser’s TCP/IP connections
to obtain a complete reflection of the browser’s internal
state (frames, cookies, html form fields, etc.). The contribution of our approach here is the genericity of the
‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface.
In case of a browser’s crash, the wrapper terminates
itself. From the ‘‘Observer’s’’ viewpoint a browser has
failed if its wrapper is no longer available. We assume
that the wrapper will not fail, while the browser it encapsuletes continues to run. This assumption is sound,
because a wrapper is a small program which can be tested
thoroughly.
Fig. 5 depicts the communication structure in a scenario where two ‘‘ObservableObjects’’ acting as wrappers
for Netscape Navigator processes are monitored by our
system. Both, primary and backup are connected to the
same X11 display. However, the backup’s window is unmapped and becomes visible only in case of a crash fault
of the primary.
The ‘‘ObservableObject/Observer’’ concept is not limited to CORBA. It can be adopted for other middleware
platforms like DCE or DCOM.

5. Implementation Issues
Here, we discuss some implementation issues related
to ‘‘Composite Objects’’. Also, we measure the overhead
introduced by the concept.
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Since ‘‘Composite Objects’’ provide functionality to
react on CORBA method invocations, they can be seen as
descendants of a class which implements Object Adaptor
functionality (_skel in many implementations). On the
other hand, ‘‘Composite Objects’’ have the capability to
create real-time programming abstractions like prioritized
threads and real-time communication channels. As
depicted in Fig. 6, they can be seen as descendants of a
class which implements real-time servers.
‘‘Composite Objects’’ consist of a real-time and a nonreal-time part. Design time and runtime guarantees can
be given for execution of real-time methods. In contrast,
methods in the non-real-time part are executed following
a best effort approach. ‘‘Composite Objects’’ establish
timing firewalls [19] between real-time and non-real-time
(CORBA) computing, so that the non-real-time part cannot violate the real-time scheduling rules [24] that are
needed by the real-time part.
There are two different approaches to implementation
of firewalls: General purpose operating systems may use a
concept like the ‘‘Scheduling Server’’ to implement ‘‘vertical firewalls’’, whereas the different priority levels on a
real-time operating system do implement ‘‘horizontal firewalls’’.
Our ‘‘Scheduling Server’’ [21] which has been developed as part of the ‘‘CORE/SONiC’’ project implements a
time-slicing technique for predictable sharing of CPU
cycles between real-time and non-real-time tasks. The
‘‘Scheduling Server’’ has been implemented as user-space
server (no modifications to the OS’ kernel) on the Mach
and rtLinux operating systems. Similar work does exist
for the Solaris operating system [5].
Data replication is the key to independent data accesses
from real-time and non-real-time threads inside a ‘‘Composite Object’’. We split an object’s data into a part,
which is statically locked in memory to fulfill real-time
scheduling assumptions (RT data), and a part which can
be paged out and is treated like a standard non-real-time
user’s process’ data (NRT data). A pair of RT/NRT variables can be viewed as replicated variable. ‘‘Composite
Objects’’ implement a consistency protocol to update both
replicas and create the impression of a shared variable.
The consistency protocol for shared RT/NRT variables
as well as resource allocation (CPU cycles, memory) and
call admission for CORBA clients are crucial for implementing the concept of ‘‘Composite Objects’’. Based on
the Mach (NeXTSTEP 3.3) and rtLinux [1] operating systems we have used pipes, shared buffers and message
queues (Mach IPC) for our implementation of ‘‘Composite Objects’’ as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 describes the data flow during read/write
accesses to a ‘‘Composite Object’s’’ variables. read
requests in both parts of the ‘‘Composite Object’’ are
always satisfied by accessing the local copy of a replicated, shared RT/NRT variable. In contrast, write
requests result not only in updating the local copy, but the
value is also stored in an interprocess communication
(IPC) data structure (i.e., pipes, rt-fifos). Handler threads
copy periodically values out of the IPC data structures
into the local replica of the shared RT/NRT variable. The
update rate for those handler threads is programmable.

consistency protocol inside the ‘‘Composite Object’’ plus
real-time communication. The distance between lower
and middle curve represents the overhead imposed by our
implementation of a ‘‘Composite Object’’. It is roughly
1ms (10 % of the overall communication latency). One
should notice, that both curves are pretty stable, indicating
that introduction of a ‘‘Composite Object’’ as a mediator
will not disturb an application’s predictable timing behavior.
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Alternatives to the implementation outlined here
include usage of shared memory or message passing
(Mach IPC) for the data transfer between CORBA part
and real-time part of the ‘‘Composite Object’’. In our
experiments, we have evaluated ‘‘Composite Objects’’
implementations based on pipes and shared memory.
Another design alternative is an event-triggered consistency protocol in contrast to the time-triggered, periodical
protocol described above. In that case a write operation
would include signaling arrival of a new data value to the
handler thread on the opposite side of the ‘‘Composite
Object’’. We have implemented consistency protocols
following both schemes.
To evaluate the overhead introduced by ‘‘Composite
Objects’’, we have investigated a scenario where a realtime data source is accessed by a CORBA client through a
‘‘Composite Object’’ which implements an eventtriggered consistency protocol.
Fig. 8 shows communication delays for the described
scenario. The lower, dotted curve represents the time
needed for real-time communication between ‘‘Composite
Object’’ and data source (Mach Interprocess Communication). The middle curve describes the time needed for the
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Fig. 8: Overheads imposed by Composite Object

In contrast, the curve at the top of the diagram, representing the overall communication delay including
CORBA shows clearly visible peaks. Although the average CORBA communication latency is around 12ms
(client was run remotely), even in the unloaded case it
varies occasionally by one order of magnitude. This indicates, that the direct execution of CORBA calls from
within a time-critical application will significantly disturb
the application’s predictability.

6. Example: Java interface to a soft real-time
legacy application
As proof-of-concept vehicle we have created a webservice by extending a CORE/SONiC legacy soft realtime application with CORBA interfaces which are
accessed by two Java applets.
The ‘‘Balancing Robots’’ [29] simulate the following
scenario: Robots are moving on top of a plate which is
kept in unstable balance. Robots are constantly using
energy and therefore occasionally have to visit a fuel station which is located outside of the plate’s center. Consensus among robots is achieved prior to every move with
robots high on fuel acting as counter-balance to those

moving towards the fuel station. Collision avoidance is
implemented by consensus, too.
The application demonstrates toleration of robots’ and
controllers’ crashes, omission, and computation faults.
Control is subject to soft real-time contraints — calculations of controllers and robots’ moves are executed with a
frequency of 4Hz.
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• call admission:
Even when using the caching approach mentioned
above, incoming CORBA requests place some load on
the real-time system (e.g. scheduling overheads, processing of network protocols). To bound these loads,
CORBA requests can be handled by a ‘‘virtual processor’’ created by the Scheduling Server’s [21] timeslicing scheme on top of the operating system’s scheduler. We have used both ways to implement call
admission within the ‘‘Composite Objects’’ used by
our examples application.
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Fig. 9: Communication structure of the Balancing Robots

Using the ‘‘Composite Objects’’ technique we have
extended the application by two CORBA-interface.
Based on the Java language binding for CORBA, one
applet has been implemented to monitor the soft real-time
simulation and periodically obtain status information.
Another applet implements the robots’ control algorithm
in Java and interacts with the real-time simulation’s native
controllers during consensus rounds. These interactions
have fixed deadlines (inner control loop) which have to be
met despite CORBA’s and Java’s variations in communication latency and execution times. Both Java applets are
connected to the ‘‘Balancing Robots’’ via gateways implemented as ‘‘Composite Objects’’. Fig. 9 shows the communication structure of the complete application.
Problematic in our scenario is the potentially varying
number of web-clients accessing the service. This may
result in inacceptable high load on the real-time system
and — in turn — in missed deadlines (indicated by
stopped/crashed robots which ran out of fuel). To circumvent these problems we use three strategies inside the
‘‘Composite Objects’’ bridging between CORBA and the
soft real-time application:
• caching:
Due to the periodic operation of the soft real-time system it is sufficient to read status information once per
period. Thus, the ‘‘Composite Object’’ serves as data
cache, whose contents is valid for a limited time (the
length of one period). That results in a bounded load
for the soft real-time simulation.

Fig. 10: Java controller - execution scheme with fallback procedure

• fallback procedures:
In case of the Java-based controller, variations in communication and execution times due to CORBA and
Java effect the soft real-time simulations inner control
loop and may result in missed deadlines. We have
used the technique of fallback procedures depicted in
Fig. 10 to deal with those cases. In our approach, the
fallback procedure is invoked simultanously with the
CORBA invocation of the Java control algorithm. In
case of a late reply, the fallback procedure’s result is
used instead of the Java algorithm’s. However, in contrast to the Java algorithm, the fallback procedure’s
resource requirements and execution times are a priori
known and, therefore, can be factored into the realtime application’s scheduling analysis.
In Fig. 11 we compare the latency of CORBA requests
sent to the Java-based controller with the ‘‘Balancing
Robots’’ simulation’s period. We see, that in case of an
unloaded system running the Java controller, CORBA
latency is well below the real-time simulation’s period in
most cases. Even on occasional delayed calls, the result is
available before start of the simulations next period.
In contrast, in case of a loaded system running the Java
controller, execution results are late in many cases. Without application of a fallback procedure, the ‘‘Balancing
Robots’’ behavior would have been significantly disturbed. However, our experiments indicate stable behavior of the simulation and demonstrate the value of our
technique to deal with variations in communication and
execution times typical for Web-based environments.
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middleware uses commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technology and aims at optimizing quality-of-service
attributes such as timeliness and reliability.
Using principles of noninterference, interoperability
and adaptive abstraction we have presented Java-based
Web-interfaces to the ‘‘Balancing Robots’’ soft real-time
simulation. Also, we have described a fault-tolerant version of the Netscape Navigator based on our ‘‘Observer’’
technique and the ‘‘ObservableObject’’ interface.

Fig. 11: Execution of Java controller versus simulation’s period

The ‘‘Balancing Robots’’ Web-service has been implemented on top of the Mach-based NeXTSTEP 3.3 operating system. On NeXTSTEP we have used the ILU 2.0
alpha 12 CORBA implementation, whereas the Javaapplet connecting to our Web-service has been implemented based on the Java ORB of ORBacus [16]. Fig. 12
shows screendumps of the Java components.
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